Climate Action Network-International
P.O.Box: 14-5472, Beirut, Lebanon
www.climatenetwork.org

April 9, 2015

To:
Chancellor Angela Merkel

Re: Upcoming G7 Meeting on 16-17 April

Dear Madam Chancellor,
2015 will be a decisive year for setting the course for climate policy. Germany is addressing the
implementation of its Climate Action Program 2020 and the design of the power market while the EU is
discussing how to put its emissions trading system on track again. At the international level a new global
climate agreement is to be concluded at COP 21 in Paris in December. In view of this we very much
welcome that “climate action” has been chosen as a key topic for the G7 agenda. Climate Action Network
International, the broadest civil society coalition aiming at overcoming the climate crisis, kindly asks you to
consider the following proposals for your G7 presidency.
Many countries have already started transformational processes at the national level, including increasingly
basing their economic development on renewables and improved energy efficiency instead of fossil energy
sources. Since renewable energies have undergone significant price declines in recent years, they have
become competitive in many regions of the world thereby creating new development opportunities and
expanding access to energy. These developments have to be strengthened and expanded by providing
favorable political framework conditions.
In this context, the international climate negotiations play an important role. Decisions made within the
context of the UNFCCC attract worldwide attention. They provide long term orientation and can give clear
signals to investors that low carbon development is not only inevitable but also a real economic
opportunity. During your last G8 presidency you were instrumental in defining the “2°C limit”. This has
been a groundbreaking first step. We call on you to consolidate the achievements of the past during your
current G7 presidency:




Based on the L’Aquila declaration from 2009, and taking into account the G7’s particular
responsibility, the G7 should make the next step and commit to a more specific and actionable
long-term goal. In accordance with the high probability scenario of IPCC to limit global warming to
two degrees Celsius or even 1.5 degrees Celsius it is necessary to phase out fossil fuel use and to
phase in 100% renewable energies by 2050, providing sustainable energy access for all people.
This long-term goal should be backed up with a substantial increase in efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, both in the run up to 2020 as in the post-2020 period for which
countries are currently making pledges that seem insufficient to avoid dangerous climate change.
For example, G7 countries should commit to deadlines for phasing-out domestic use of coal.
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The G7 should confirm its commitment to the goal of mobilizing $ 100 billion in climate finance by
2020, as enshrined in the Copenhagen Accord. This should be backed with a corresponding
pathway including increasing annual public contributions until 2020.
G7 should commit to a global goal of ensuring climate resilience to all people by developing,
implementing and financing developing country National Climate Adaptation Plans and respective
robust and effective national and international frameworks to reduce and manage climate risks and
losses that go beyond adaptation capacities. We welcome that Germany plans to enhance the G7
commitment to strengthen climate risk management in vulnerable developing countries. We ask
you to ensure a strong focus on the needs of particularly vulnerable people and communities,
espeically women.

However, in CAN’s opinion, initiatives taken by G7 states should not only be limited to the UNFCCC process.
While the above steps could in particular support progress in the UNFCCC process, the G7 should take
complementary initiatives aiming at fostering trust building between developed and developing countries
by launching projects and initiatives to facilitate the transformation process towards a low carbon and
climate resilient future. Therefore, we call for your support to:


Terminate the international financing of coal and lignite fired power plants including related
infrastructure through the G7's development banks, other public banks and export credit agencies.



Initiate new or significantly strengthen existing initiatives and financing instruments to promote
capacity building, technology transfer and investments in renewable energies and energy efficiency
in developing countries with ambitious climate and energy strategies



Mobilize new and innovative sources of climate finance including a Financial Transaction Tax (FTT)



Accelerate efforts to end subsidies for fossil fuels by 2015 in the G7 countries, which have all signed
the respective G20 agreement in 2009.

Madame Chancellor, we are looking forward to further exchange views on these issues and remain at your
disposal.

Kind regards,

Wael Hmaidan
Director, CAN International

cc.
Prime Minister David Cameron
President François Hollande
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi
Prime Minister Shinzō Abe
President Barack Obama
Prime Minister Stephen Harper
Council President Donald Tusk
Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker
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